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A modal analysis is presented to describe the excitation of Lamb waves in an elastic plate using a
liquid wedge transducer. Analytical expression for the displacement of a given mode is derived for
the excitation by a uniform bounded beam. In contrast to previous studies, the contribution of the
reflected wave is included in the input exciting forces using a perturbation theory. The conversion
efficiency, defined as the ratio of the guided mode power to the incident power, is related to a single
parameter which depends on the rate of attenuation due to leakage from the guided wave into the
liquid wedge. Numerical results relevant to the fundamental Lamb modes are obtained as a function
of frequency for various incident beam widths and plate thickness. Using optical interferometric
detection, direct measurements of the Lamb modes displacements have been carried out in
aluminium plates to verify the theoretical analysis. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!00402-5#
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INTRODUCTION

Lamb waves propagating in an elastic plate have a g
deal of interest for flaw detection and material character
tion of layer structures.1–6 Victorov1 has reviewed in detai
the use of Rayleigh and Lamb waves in nondestructive t
ing and monitoring applications. Also, in the past deca
there has been increasing interest in the fields of sensors
employ ultrasonic Lamb waves.7–9

Lamb waves can be excited and detected by a variet
methods. For signal processing applications, Lamb waves
generated by using interdigital electrodes on piezoelec
crystals or on piezoelectric films deposited on a nonpie
electric substrate.7,8 In nondestructive testing, the wedg
method is probably the most well known in which a prism
wedge is employed to convert bulk waves into Lamb wave1

Other transduction techniques have also been reported in
literature, including optical methods,6,10,11 electromagnetic
acoustic transducers~EMATs!,12 capacitance transducer
and air-coupled transducers.13 The major advantage of th
noncontact techniques lies in the elimination of the coupl
materials, which is undesirable or impossible in applicatio
such as the testing of hot metals, or structures where
surface contamination produced by a coupling fluid can
be tolerated. Recent work using lasers for both genera
and detection is potentially very attractive.14,15This laser ul-
trasonic technique has the advantage of being noncontac
scanned easily and rapidly over the surface of an obj
though the required equipment is bulky and expensive
has mainly been used in the laboratory rather than in ind
trial testing applications. At present, in the majority of sta
dard ultrasonic testing, piezoelectric transducers remain
most utilized for guided wave excitations, since the ma
facture and use of these transducers are well understood
they are readily available.

Theoretical treatments of the excitation of Lamb a
other guided waves have been reported extensively in
834 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 101 (2), February 1997 0001-4966/97/1
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literature by Victorov,1 Miklowitz,16 Achenbach,17 and
others.18,19 In most of these theoretical studies, the proble
is generally resolved as a function of input force using in
gral transform techniques. For transient excitation proble
the solutions are derived by first applying the Laplace tra
form with respect to time and the exponential Fourier
Hankel transform with respect to space. The inverse trans
mation integrals are then carried out by the evaluation
residues via the method of stationary phase or by the me
of generalized rays. As can be found in the literature~see
Ref. 16; for example!, the evaluation of these integrals in th
first approach involves the understanding of the intricate
havior of the dispersion relations for real as well as comp
wave numbers. The theory of generalized rays is an ex
method involving dynamic Green’s functions. It quickly b
comes computationally intense as the number of ray pa
from source to receiver becomes large. Furthermore, exp
expressions of the input forces are generally required in th
formalisms for deriving displacement fields. However, th
information is not always knowna priori in practice. In the
wedge method, for example, the input forces shall dep
not only the incident wave but also the reflected one. T
reflected wave is theoretically coupled to guided wav
which are to be determined. Victorov1 has calculated the
displacement field of Lamb waves excited by a unifo
bounded longitudinal beam, using the Fourier transfo
technique. In his analysis, the input force contributing to
wave reflection and radiation was neglected.

Normal-mode analysis offers an alternative approach
treating the problem of waveguide excitation. This approa
particularly practical and readily usable for descriptions
the far field, is widely used in electromagnetism20 and
acoustics.21,22The principle of the mode theory is to expre
the excited field as the sum of normal modes obtained i
stress-free waveguide. The contribution of each mode to
resulted fields is determined in terms of the associated po
83401(2)/834/9/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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flow using the orthorgonality condition of eigenmode
Mode theory has been successfully applied to study the
citation by the wedge method of nondispersive surfa
waves such as Rayleigh23,24 and Stoneley modes.25 Such an
approach concerning the Lamb wave excitation was also
ported recently, in which particular attention was focused
the angular dependence of the excitation amplitude o
given mode in the neighborhood of the Snell’s law ang
Like Victorov’s analysis, the influence of the wave reflecti
and radiation was again not considered in that work.26

The purpose of this paper is to present a modal anal
of the Lamb wave excitation by a liquid wedge, which tak
into account the effects of wave reflection and radiation. S
cial attention will be concentrated on the excited displa
ment and conversion efficiency of a given mode as a fu
tion of the parameters of the wedge transducer and the p
waveguide. Quantitative measurements of the displacem
fields using optical interferometric detection will be used
verify the theoretical prediction.

I. THEORY

In this section, we shall first describe briefly the gene
treatment of waveguide excitation using the mode theo
Then we will examine the input force loading introduced
the wedge coupling before developing the numerical com
tation for the specific case of Lamb modes.

A. General formulation of the mode theory
for waveguide excitation problem

Consider a waveguide in layered geometry as show
Fig. 1, for example, where the field quantities such as p
ticle displacementu and stressT are assumed to be indepe
dent of thex coordinate. The resulting fields in a perturb
waveguide can be expressed by the mode expansion:

u~y,z!5(
n

an~z!un~y!, ~1a!

T~y,z!5(
n

an~z!Tn~y!, ~1b!

wheren denotes thenth eigenmode of a stress-free wav
guide andan is the mode amplitude. For the observation a
distance far from the source only the propagating mode
significant. To determine the amplitude coefficient of ea
modean(z), we make use of the reciprocity relation and t
orthogonality condition of eigenmodes, which leads to
equation governing a mode amplitude of the exci
mode,21,22

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of Lamb wave excitation by the wedge met
835 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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S ddz1 iknDan~z!5
f n~z!

4Pn
, ~2!

where kn is real representing the wave number of thenth
propagating mode,Pn is the associated average power flo
per unit width along thex direction,

Pn5
iv

4 E
2b/2

b/2

~2un* –Tn2un–Tn* !–ez dy, ~3!

b being the thickness of the layer~e.g., elastic plate! andez
the unit vector along thez direction. Heref n is the input
loading applied across the layer,

f n~z!5 ivE
2b/2

b/2

un* ~y!–F~y,z!dy. ~4!

B. Excitation of guided modes by a liquid wedge

The principle of the wedge method can be understood
a mode conversion process shown in Fig. 1. When a pl
wave is incident on the guide at the angle defined by
Snell law sinun5c0/vn , wherec0 is the sound velocity in
the liquid wedge andvn is the phase velocity of a guide
mode, a part of the wave is reflected directly and the rest i
excite the given mode in the layer. In practice, the width
the incident beam is not infinite but several times larger th
the acoustic wavelength. Generally speaking, the wider
wave beam is, the narrower the angular range allowed
exciting the given wave.1,26 The distribution of the exciting
forces resulting from both the incident and reflected wa
are located on the surface of the guide~y5b/2! within a
length L under the wedge transducer along thez axis and
with a widthd along thex axis. As a result, the input force
function of Eq.~4! takes the form

f n~z!5 iv@un* ~y!–T~y,z!–ey#y5b/2 . ~5!

In the case where the wedge is a nonviscous liquid, o
normal stressTyy is transferred onto the surface of the guid
Assuming the particle displacementsui and ur associated
with incident and reflected waves, respectively, the bound
conditions to be satisfied at the surface,y5b/2, can be writ-
ten as

~2ui1ur !cosun5anuny~y5b/2! ~6a!

for the normal component of the particle displacement an

Tyy~y5b/2,z!52 ivZ0~ui1ur ! ~6b!

for the normal stress. HereZ0 is the acoustic impedance o
the liquid. The expression of the second memberuy5anuny
given in Eq.~6a! implies two assumptions. The first is tha
only the nth guided mode is excited by the incident wav
This situation is generally desirable in practice and can of
be realized by choosing the incident angle according to
Snell’s law and mode separation in the time domain~see also
the discussion in the following section!. Also the displace-
ment associated with the excited mode given in Eq.~6a!,
when the liquid wedge is present, is assumed to be the s
as that in the stress-free condition. This approximation
based on the approach of perturbation theory and is rea
able in most practical cases where the liquid density is m

d.
835X. Jia: Modal analysis of Lamb wave generation
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smaller than that of the elastic waveguide.21,22

By the use of the boundary conditions of Eqs.~6!, the
substitution ofTyy ~y5b/2, z! into Eq.~2! leads to the mode
amplitude equation written as

F ddz1 ikn1anGan~z!52
dv2Z0uny* ~b/2!ui

2Pn
, ~7!

where an is the attenuation per unit length of the guid
wave in the presence of the liquid wedge and is given b

an5dv2 Z0uuny~b/2!u2/~4Pn cosun!. ~8!

This attenuation physically stems from the energy leakag
the guided mode into the surrounding liquid during its prop
gation along the interface liquid–solid. If the second mem
is zero corresponding to the case where the incident wav
absent, Eq.~7! becomes homogeneous and the amplitude
an(z) is proportional to exp~2anz!, which represents clearly
a leaky mode traveling along the waveguide. According
Eq. ~8!, the greater the normal component of the exci
mode, the greater the energy radiation into the liquid. T
second member in Eq.~7! can be considered as an inp
force term due to the excitation by the incident wave. Li
the attenuation coefficienta, this input force provided by the
incident wave is also proportional to the normal compon
of the mode to be excited. This is because of the mechan
coupling via the normal stress between the incident~and ra-
diated! wave and the waveguide.

Let us now find out the solution of the amplitude equ
tion ~7! when the incident beam is uniform and parallel. A
shown in Fig. 1, the incident waveui is assumed constan
and bounded betweenz50 andL5w/cosun along the wave-
guide. The incident angle is chosen to verify Snell’s la
kn5k0 sinun , exciting the given mode cumulatively. Th
solution of the inhomogeneous equation~7! is the superpo-
sition of that of the homogeneous equation and a partic
one. With the initial conditionan50 at z50, the amplitude
of the excited mode in the presence of the liquid wedge
be readily found as

an~z!52ai exp~2 iknz!@12exp~2anz!#~2/anPn!
1/2,
~9!

whereai5 ivUi~dZ0 cosun/2!1/2 andUi is the displacemen
amplitude of the incident wave. The amplitude of the exci
mode leaving the liquid wedge is thus equal to the value
an taken atz5L. This amplitude will be constant during it
propagation if lateral wave diffraction and material abso
tion are neglected. Substitutingan of Eq. ~8! into Eq. ~9!
yields the amplitude of the surface displacement of the
cited modeUny5anuny (y5b/2), when normalized to the
particle displacementUi of the incident wave, as

Uny /Ui522 cosun@12exp~2anL !#. ~10!

This relationship is practical and can be easily verified by
experiment~see the next section!. Equation~10! shows that
the amplitude of the excited mode strongly depends on
parameterhn5anL, related to the wave leakage into the li
uid in a reverse process to the excitation by an incid
wave. It is noted that the displacement of the excited m
increases rapidly with~anL! and then remains nearly con
836 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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stant. Such ‘‘saturation’’ regions, already observed in
previous experiment~Fig. 41 of Ref. 1!, confirm well this
prediction. It implies that beyond certain values ofL, the
supplement of the incident power is totally utilized to ba
ance the radiation into the liquid. To the contrary, witho
the inclusion of the reflected field~ur50! and consequently
the leaky loss~an50!, the surface displacement of the e
cited mode resolved from the mode amplitude equation,
z5L, is found as

Uny52Ui@dv2Z0uuny~b/2!u2/4Pn#L, ~11!

which is, except for notation, identical to the results given
previous theories.1,26Unlike Eq.~10!, formula~11! predicts a
linear dependence of the excited displacement on the w
of the incident beamL. This divergent result, when increas
ing L, does not obviously agree with the experimental obs
vation mentioned above. Moreover, the inclusion of the
flected field provides also the possibility to study27 the
nonspecular reflection phenomena, occurring when
bounded wave is incident on a layer at critical ang
un5arcsin(c0/vn).

28

To determine the performance of the wedge transduc
is necessary to calculate the efficiency functionhn , defined
as the ratio of excited mode power to incident power a
given by23,24

hn52@12exp~anL !#1/2/~anL !. ~12!

Thus the conversion efficiency is expressed in terms o
single parameterhn5anL, attaining a maximum value o
82% ath51.3. In this specific waveguide where the surfa
wave is nondispersivevn5vR ~constant!,23,24 the efficiency
hR as a function ofhR5aRL represents nothing else tha
efficiency vs frequency plot because the leak rate of the R
leigh waveaR is proportional to frequency.

21 As will be seen
in the following section, the situation becomes much mo
complicated in other waveguides such as an elastic p
where multiple and dispersive modes coexist. As a result,
efficiency depends not only on frequency but also on geo
etry parameters of the waveguide and the transducer.
merical calculations are often necessary to determine th
material and geometry parameters required for optimum
ficiency.

C. Numerical computation of Lamb waves excited
in a plate waveguide

Lamb waves are the eigenmodes propagating in an e
tic plate with stress-free boundary conditionsT225T1250 at
the two surfacesy56b/2 ~Fig. 1!. Associated particle dis-
placements are located in the sagittal plane formed by
direction of propagation and the axis normal to the pl
plane. According to the symmetry of particle displaceme
with respect to the middle plane of the plate, the Lam
waves can be classified either as symmetric modes o
antisymmetric modes. Figure 2 displays the plots of ph
velocity versus productf b ~frequency3plate thickness! for
the first few Lamb modes in an aluminium plate. Since t
phase velocities are generally frequency dependent,
Lamb modes are dispersive. Among multiple Lamb mod
the lowest symmetricS0 and antisymmetricA0 Lamb modes
836X. Jia: Modal analysis of Lamb wave generation
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are of particular interest. They are qualitatively differe
from all other modes and can exist for any value off b,
whereas other high-order modes have cutoff frequencies
the limit of f b@1, both theS0 andA0 modes become asymp
totic and approach to the velocity of Rayleigh wave.

Exciting a Lamb mode by the wedge method is to sel
the incident angle verifying the Snell law sinun5c0/vn . The
corresponding Lamb anglesun can be determined from th
phase velocity shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the prod
f b. As mentioned in the preceding section, the mode am
tude as well as the efficiency function depend strongly on
leak rate ofan into the liquid wedge@Eqs.~10! and~12!#. To
determinean it is necessary, according to Eq.~8!, to calcu-
late the normal component of displacement at the plate
face normalized toAPn. The power flowPn defined by Eq.
~3! is expressed in terms of stress and displacements, w
can also be determined from the energy density and
group velocityVg . For thenth guided mode, the averag
power flow takes the form17,21

Pn5
1

2
rv2~Vg!nE

2b/2

b/2

~ uunyu21uunzu2!dy, ~13!

which avoids laborious calculations of the stress field
quired in Eq.~3!. Using Eq.~13!, it is possible to calculate
an from the particle displacement of the given mode alon

Figure 3~a! and ~b! shows the attenuation curvesa ver-
sus the productf b for the two fundamentalS0 andA0 modes
for two different thicknessesb. It is found that, for a given
value of f b, the leak ratea is inversely proportional to the
plate thickness. Similar curves were presented previously
Merkulov,29 who has resolved mathematically the charact
istic equation, in a first-order approximation, of a plate i
mersed in a surrounding liquid. In comparison with th
work, the present analysis has the advantage of givin
physical feel to the phenomena and establishing explic
the relationship between the attenuation due to the wave
diation and the normal component of the displacement n
malized to the power flow. It is seen in Fig. 3~a! thata starts
from zero with the frequency, reaches a maximum value
f b'2.6 MHz3mm, and increases asymptotically withf 2

when f b tends to infinity. In the limit asf b→0, the sym-
metrical modeS0 behaves basically as a longitudinal wa
with the displacement parallel to the plate surface, wh

FIG. 2. Phase velocities of Lamb modes versusf b ~product frequency-
thickness! in an aluminium plate~v156290 m/s andvs53280 m/s!.
837 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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explains the weak wave radiation~i.e., attenuation!. When
the frequency or the plate thickness becomes great~f b@1!,
theS0 mode is essentially concentrated at the surfaces of
plate. The radiation behavior into the surrounding liquid
thus the same as the Rayleigh wave which is proportiona
f 2.21 As shown in Fig. 3~b!, the antisymmetricalA0 mode
behaves in the same way as the modeS0 in the limit as
f b→`. To the contrary, theA0 mode has an important radia
tion ~and attenuation! in the low f b limit, caused by its flex-
ural motion normal to the plate surface. The cutoff of t
attenuation curves atf b'0.22 MHz3mm is because the
phase velocities of theA0 mode below this limit are smalle
than the sound velocity in the wedge liquid. As a result,
radiation of guided waves is allowed by the Snell law.

Now we search for the amplitudes of Lamb modes e
cited by the wedge method. By making use of the dispers
and attenuation results illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, we car
out the numerical calculations directly from Eq.~10!. Figure
4~a! and~b! show the surface displacements versus the pr
uct f b for the symmetricalS0 mode excited in plates o
thicknessb51 and 2 mm, respectively, by the wedge tran
ducers of different sizes. As expected, theS0 mode is hardly
excited at the low-frequency limit because of the lack of t
normal component of displacement coupling with the in
dent wave. After undergoing a rapid increase with the f
quency, the amplitude of theS0 mode attains a maximum
value and remains rather constant over a wide freque
range. The displacements excited by the same transduce

FIG. 3. Attenuation coefficients of Lamb modesS0 ~a! andA0 ~b! for two
different thickness of plateb51 and 2 mm, immersed in water.
837X. Jia: Modal analysis of Lamb wave generation
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the antisymmetricalA0 mode are shown in Fig. 5. Compare
to the S0 mode, there is no abrupt variation although t
amplitude of theA0 mode increases a little with the fre
quency. For a given value off b, the excited displacement
of both theS0 andA0 modes are function of the plate thick
nessb. Besides, it is seen in Figs. 4 and 5 that the amplitu
of the excited displacement increases, for a given freque
with the sizew of the transducer, i.e., the width of the inc
dent beam. One possible explanation is that the Lamb wa
are excited by an incident beam verifying the Snell’s law.
the source is coherent, the larger the excitation zone,
greater the amplitude of the excited mode.

For a given amplitude of the incident waveUi , increas-
ing the beam widthw implies an increase in the power su
plied to the transducer. To appreciate the performance
wedge transducer, it is useful to calculate its conversion
ficiency h. Figures 6 and 7 present the efficiency functio
obtained from Eq.~12! for the S0 and A0 modes, respec
tively. Maximum efficiencies of about 80% are attainable.
contrast to the Rayleigh wave where an ideal size of tra
ducerL51.3/aR( f ) exists at a given frequency for a max
mum efficiency, the conditions required for optimum ef
ciency of Lamb waves are not so simple to determi
Indeed, the efficiency functions depend not only on f
quency and transducer size, but also on the plate thick
and type of the modes to be excited.

FIG. 4. Normalized surface displacement ofS0 mode in a 1-mm~a! and
2-mm ~b! thick plates, excited by different sizesw of transducer.
838 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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II. EXPERIMENTS

To verify the above modal analysis of the Lamb exci
tion, we have made use of an experimental setup show
Fig. 8. The wedge transducer is realized with a piezoelec
transducer immersed in a distilled water tank, which is
contact with an aluminum plate at the bottom across a t
plastic film ~<10 mm!. The transducer is aligned so that th
emitted beam strikes the boundary separating the wa
loaded and the stress-free parts of the plate. The exc
Lamb waves after leaving the liquid wedge propagate alo
a stress-free plate where the energy leakage into air is
ligible. For a given incident beam, the normal displacem
of the excited Lamb waves is detected at the polished p
surface using an optical heterodyne interferometer.30 This
displacement interferometer having a sensitivity of 1024

Å/AHz is calibrated to 10 mV/Å. Detailed description o
optical displacement or velocity interferometers operating
a reflecting or scattering surfaces can be found elsewhe15

As described below, the amplitude of the incident beam
also determined optically using an original interferomet
method. The ratio of the excited displacement amplitude
the incident one will then permit a direct comparison w
the theoretical value computed from Eq.~12!. In previous
experiments, the efficiency function24 and the excited mode
amplitude31 were determined by measuring the round-trip
sertion loss of the guided wave reflected from the edge of
waveguide. The present optical method presents an ad

FIG. 5. Normalized surface displacement ofA0 mode in a 1-mm~a! and
2-mm ~b! thick plates, excited by different sizesw of transducer.
838X. Jia: Modal analysis of Lamb wave generation
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tage in being more direct and quantitative, avoiding the co
plicated process of mode conversion which may be enco
tered at the end of a plate waveguide.11

A. Determination of the incident wave amplitude

In the preceding section, the displacement of the exc
Lamb mode is calculated as function of the incident wa
To compare with the theory, we need to determine exp
mentally the displacement amplitude associated with the
cident wave striking the plate via` liquid wedge. For doing
this, an acousto-optic method combined with heterodyn
detection was employed. This method, recently developed
the authors,32–34allows the acoustic pressure or dilatation
be measured inside a transparent medium. As shown by
schematic diagram in Fig. 9~a!, a laser probe beam crossin
normally an acoustic wave undergoes an optical phase
due to the acousto-optic effect,Df(t)5(2pm/l)p(t)d.
Herem is the photoelastic constant of fluid media,p(t) is the
acoustic pressure, andd is the length of the acoustic beam
This probe beam is then mixed with a reference beam iss
from the same laser source. The signal resulting from
interference at the photodetector level will b
i (t)5(I 0/2) cos[vBt1Df(t)], where I 0 is the laser inten-
sity of the source andvB is the frequency shift of either th
reference or probe beam produced by an acousto-o
modulator ~heterodyning!. This phase shift proportional to
the acoustic pressure can be demodulated by a broad
electronic processing similar to that for displaceme

FIG. 6. Efficiencies for different sizes of transducer of generating the m
S0 in 1-mm ~a! and 2-mm~b! thick aluminium plates, respectively.
839 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 2, February 1997
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measurement.30 Figure 9~b! shows a typical pressure toneb
urst of an incident beam, emitted by a Panametrics tra
ducer of nominal diameter of 12 mm. It is driven at 2 MH
by HP 8116A generator through an ENI A150 amplifier. T
measured amplitude of pressure was 2.760.15 atm. The cor-
responding particle displacement can be deduced readil
the relationshipu5p/(vZ0), whereZ0 is the acoustic im-
pedance of water andv is the incident angular frequency
For example, the mean amplitude of the particle displa
ment deduced from the pressure shown in Fig. 9~b! is 14 nm.

e
FIG. 7. Efficiencies for different sizes of transducer of generating the m
A0 in 1-mm ~a! and 2-mm~b! thick aluminium plates, respectively.

FIG. 8. Experimental arrangement for generating and detecting the L
waves in a plate.
839X. Jia: Modal analysis of Lamb wave generation
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B. Measurements of Lamb modes

A ten-cycle toneburst of longitudinal wave shown
Fig. 9~b! was used to excite Lamb modes in 1-mm-thi
aluminum plate, placed in the far field of the transducer.
this work, our attention was focused on the observation
the two fundamental Lamb modesS0 and A0. In order to
ease the interpretation of the received signal, the freque
of the toneburst varied so as to give a product off b ~fre-
quency thickness! from 1–3 MHz3mm. In these regions o
f b, only the fundamentalS0 andA0 modes are dominant an
propagate with different phase velocities. According
Snell’s law sinun5c0/vn , the two modes can be excite
separately with different incident angles. When the f
quency increases, the phase velocities of theS0 and A0
modes approach each other and the two modes can be
cited at a given angle~u'30°! due to the beam spreading o
incident wave. It was not a problem in our experiment
isolate the mode of interest from the rest of the receiv
signal, since the corresponding group velocities are differ
causing mode separation in the time domain. In the pre
case where the incident beam is large compared to the w
length, the maximum amplitude of a given Lamb mode
achieved when the incident angle is chosen according to
Snell’s law.1,26 Varying the incident angleu as function of
f b allows us to generate Lamb modes with different wa
length as shown in Fig. 2.

Typical displacement waveforms measured by opti
interferometer of the Lamb modesS0 andA0 are displayed in
Fig. 10. They were generated with a center frequency th
ness off b52 MHz3mm at an incident angle of 19° and 34
respectively. The phase velocities deduced from Snell’s l
with sound velocityc051500 m/s in water, were 4600 an

FIG. 9. ~a! Schematic diagram of ultrasonic pressure detected by op
method;~b! longitudinal wave used to excite the Lamb modes through
water wedge is measured by an optical interferometric method.
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2680 m/s, corresponding well to those predicted by the th
retical dispersion curves~Fig. 2!. Unlike modeA0, the wave-
form of modeS0 was distorted in comparison with that of th
incident wave. This distortion arose probably from the rap
variation of its displacement response at this frequency ra
@Fig. 4~a!#. The peak-to-peak amplitudes of theS0 and A0
modes were measured for different frequency of excitati
The frequency increment in each case was 0.1 MHz. Fig
11 shows the measured amplitudes normalized to the i
dent wave versus the productf b, along with the theoretica
curves. Overall, there is a qualitative agreement betw
theory and experiment both for order and frequency dep
dence. Several observations can be made concerning the
crepancy between the theoretical and the experimenta
sults. First, as in the previous studies,23,24,26two-dimensional
striplike sources were assumed in the present theory whe
the transducer used in the experiment was of circular nat
Second, the theoretical assumption of a uniform incid
beam was different from the practical one generally
Gaussian form.31 Also the beam spreading effects neglect
in the theory but present in the experiment can induce e
for determining effective incident beam~transducer! size.

III. CONCLUSION

A modal analysis is developed for determining the a
plitudes of Lamb waves generated by a parallel and unifo
incident longitudinal wave. Using a perturbation theory, t
reflected wave contribution as well as the Lamb wave le

al
e

FIG. 10. Typical displacement waveforms of the excited Lamb modesS0 ~a!
andA0 ~b! in a 1-mm-thick aluminium plate.
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age have been accounted for in the theory to give an ana
cal expression of the excited displacement. Numerical ca
lations have been performed for the two fundamental La
modesS0 andA0 propagating in 1- and 2-mm-thick alum
num plates, respectively. The theoretical results showed
in addition to the thickness of the plate, the excited La
wave displacements and the efficiency function depend
the frequency and also the width of the incident beam. O
ing to the optical interferometric method, the normalized s
face displacement of excitedS0 and A0 modes have been
measured in a 1-mm-thick aluminum plate. These preli
nary results confirmed quite well the theoretical predictio
In future work, we will improve the present theory by co
sidering an inhomogenous such as Gaussian incident b
and conduct the experiments with well-defined acou
beams emitted by striplike~two-dimensional! transducers.
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